Feedback Form

Long-Term RFP Community Engagement

Indigenous Discussion Session- April 12 & 19, 2022
Feedback Provided by:
Name: Darryl Hill
Title: Special Projects Manager
Organization: Six Nations of the Grand River Development Corporation
Email:
Date: April 26, 2022
Following the Long-Term RFP Community Engagement Indigenous Breakout Discussion webinars held
on April 12 and 19, 2022, the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) is seeking feedback as
outlined during the presentation. A copy of the presentation as well as a recording of the session that
includes an overview of the feedback request, can be accessed from the engagement webpage.
Please submit feedback to engagement@ieso.ca by May 10, 2022.
Topic

Feedback

What questions do you have related to
Ontario’s emerging electricity needs?
What more do you need to know
about the procurement process?

Click or tap here to enter text.

What additional Indigenous project
participation opportunities should be
considered in the procurement design?

Projects that were previously cancelled by the current
government should be given fair consideration, ex: Paris
Dam, or if projects have already been substantially
developed.
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Topic

Feedback

What information will communities need to Click or tap here to enter text.
support:
• external inquiries (e.g. from
potential proponents)
internal
decision making processes
•
(e.g. permitting)
What is the best way to deliver this
information?
What constitutes Indigenous community
support for a project? Are there additional
considerations for the IESO?

Click or tap here to enter text.

What information do communities need to
effectively participate in this engagement?

It would be very helpful if potential partners who wish to
partner with Indigenous communities have previous
experience in working with Indigenous communities.

What are the barriers to Indigenous
engagement and participation in energy
infrastructure procurements?

Financing – perhaps a First Nation price adder would be
in line, also some type of loan guarantee, or
consideration, would be beneficial.

General Comments/Feedback
Click or tap here to enter text.
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